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RADIOACTIVE KRYPTONATES IN THE ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONITENTAL

SAIK1PLES

Abstract

The term "radioactive Kryptonates" Is used for substances

B5
Into which atoms or Ions of the radioactive nucllde Kr are

Incorporated. The basis of the use of radioactive Kryptonates

in analytical chemistry is that during a chemical reaction

the crystalline lattice of the kryptonated carrier is destroyed,

the carrier consumed, and the radioactive krypton released

/radio-release method/. Analysis can be made with a calibration

curve or by comparison with a standard.

Radio-release methods with the aid of radioactive Krypton-

ates PS analytical reagents are very useful for the analysis

of environmental samples, e.g. for the determination of air

pollutants /ozone, sulphur dioxide, fluorine, hydropen fluoride,

mercury/ and water pollutants /oxygen, dichromate, vanadium,

hydrochloric acid, sulphur dlo«ide/«
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INTRODUCTION

The term "radioactive Kryptonate" Is used for substances Into

which atoms or Ions of the r^dionucllde krypton-85 have been lncorp-

85orated, regardless of the structure of the substance. Kr can be

Incorporated into such a variety of materials that It can be con-

sidered as a universal radioactive tracer.

The krypton may be incorporated Into solid substances In

several ways Ll-3|:

/I/ By Kr diffusion Into solid substances from the surrounding

atmosphere. The amount of gas absorbed Is a function of the

time of exposure, the partial pressue and temperature.

/2/ By bombardment with accelerated Kr Ions, targets are obtained

where the average depth of the label Is a function of the

properties of the target substance and of the bombarding Ion.

/3/ By bombarding powdered materlals and forming them Into tablets,

targets ^re obtained where the distribution of the label can

be assumed to be macroscoplcally homogeneous /pseudo-homogenous

distribution/.

/4/ By Kr diffusion Into solid targets for sufficiently long

periods, by sublimation condensation of the target substance

In a Kr atmosphere, and finally by Kr diffusion Into melts

with quenching,targets are obtained with a homogenous Kr

distribution.

The basis of the use of radioactive Kryptonates In analytical

chemistry Is that during a chemical reaction the crystalline lattice

of the kryptonated carrier Is destroyed, the carrier consumed and

the radioactive krypton released /radio-release method/ J4-6J.



Analyses can be made with a calibration curve or by

comparison with a standard.

Radio-release methods with the aid of radioactive Kryptonates

as analytical reagents are very useful for the analysis of environ-

mental samples.

DETTRfYilNATION OF AIR POLLUTANTS

The analysis of air pollutants Is very difficult for a number

of reasons, Including: non-homopeneous samples, the wide r~nne of

chemical and physical characteristics of pollutants, low concentra-

tion for many constituents, the Instability of some pollutants,

and interferences.

It is obvious that no one method is a general solution to all

our analytical problems, and there is a continuing need for the

development of new techniques. Radioactive Kryptonates have been

successfully used in a number of areas, and the methods show

considerable promise In air pollution analysis as well.Q_7j.

Ozone

Ozone is an extremely reactive oxidant that has been found

to cause an odour at 0.02 - 0.05 ppm, and irritation of the nose

and throat at concentrations greater than 0.05 ppm. The World

Health Organization has suggested an 8-hr exposure limit In industry

at 100-200/jg/m . The gas has also been Implicated in the formation

of smog, flora damage, and the premature cracking of rubber.

In ozone determinations with radioactive hydroquinone

Kryptonate /clathrate/ the following reaction is used:

+ 3 HjO +
 S 5Krt

The logarithm of the activity of the released 85Kr is linearly

related to the logarithm of the ozone concentration over a con-



centrcition range of 1Q~ -10~ g ozone per litre of alr/kryptonate

specific activity of =brut 3.7 GBq.g /. A higher specific

activity proportionally increases the sensitivity.

The general requirements for analyzers of air composition in

the upper layers of the atmosphere are: high sensitivity, low weight,

small dimensions, and low cost. These requirements are met in an

ozone analyzer, which consists of the radioactive Kryptonate, a

measuring cell with an end-window G.IY!.counter, and a little pump

L3J. The analyzer, in a plastic case, is attached to the upper

part of a normal weather radiosonde; the detected activity is

recorded directly.

Another ozone analyzer was described L9J which incorporated

a highly efficient reaqent produced by the improved process of

absorbing radioactive hydroquinone Kryptonate onto calcium silicate.

For the determination of ozone concentration in a gaseous medium

containing both ozone and atomic oxygen, the apparatus consists of

two reaction cells: one containing an untreated hydroquinone

Kryptonate /without callcum silicate and platinum-black-coated

catalyst/, which responds to atomic oxygen in the gas stream, and

another containing a treated, or catalyzed, hydroquinone Kryptonate,

whii_n responds to both ozone and atomic oxygen. The difference in

"Kr readings In the measuring cells is a function of the ozone

concentration,

Chromatographlc papers Impregnated with hydroquinone and kryptc-

r.ated by diffusion were used for the determination of d, in our

laboratories 1.10, 11^ • This detEnrJnatlon is based on the oxidation

85
of the hydroquinone clsthrate of Kr by 0-, and measurement of the

residual activity after a suitable contact time.

Sheets of paper /20 cm by 2 cm Whatman 2/ were immersed in
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a concentrated solution of hydroqulnone, allowed to dry at room

temperature, and kryptonated. Air-ozone mixtures were allowed

to Impinge on the paper In 1.5 cm-diameter circles. These circles

were than counted to determine the decrease in radioactivity.

The concentration dependence of the relative residual activity

was found to be linear in the Og concentration range of 100 to

400ziq.l~ . The reproducibillty of the method was approximately

+ 4%.

5ulphur dioxide

Sulphur dioxide is one of the most serious air pollutants.

It is an irritant gas that effects the eyes and the mucous mem-

branes of the nose, throat and lungs. The generally accepted

maximum allowable concentration that can be tolerated for several

hours without serious effects, or with only slight symptoms, is

10 ppm.

Sulphur dioxide has been determined with radioactive hydro-

quinone Kryptonate [_8, 12-14J. The determination is based on the

mechanism of double release. In the first stage, sulphur dioxide

releases chlorine dioxide, which is a strong oxidizing agent. The

chlorine dioxide oxidizes the radioactive Kryptonate, and gaseous

Kr is released. The following reactions are involved:

* 2C102 + Na2S02

/This equation is an oversimplification, since experimentally it

was found that one molecule of sulphur dioxide releases between

4 and 8 molecules of chlorine dioxide/.

S02 + 2

The activity of the released Kr Is linearly dependent on the

concentration of sulphur dioxide, which can be determined down

to 0.001 ppm. The diagram of the apparatus for the determination



Flg.l of sulphur dioxide in air is given In Fig. 1.

The only gasses that should interfere with the operation of

this analyzer are the oxides of nitrogen and ozone.

Chromatographic papers impregnated with hydroqulnone and

kryptonated by diffusion were used for the determination of

S02 L 1 5 ] * T h e a c t i v i ty o f t n e released 85Kr is linearly

dependent on the concentration of sulphur dioxide, which can be

determined down to 0.001 ppm.

In another method, S0~ has been determined In air with the

use of a radioactive Krypton^te of iodine j_16, 17J

S02 + I2 £
85KrJ + 2 H20 •- H2S04 + 2 HI +

 85Krf

Fluorine, hydrogen fluoride

Fluorine, fluorides and hydrogen fluoride can give rise to

significant problems. They are produced from several sources,

including steel production, aluminium mills, phosphate mills,

pottery and glass works, etc. They can concentrate in food chains,

and it has been demonstrated that they can cause damage to

terrestrial plants and algae. In severe pollution, forage can

became so contaminated as to produce fatal fluorosis In cattle,

but the effects of long exposure to low concentrations is larqely

unknown. Fluorides are used to prevent tooth decay, but excessive

amounts lead to severe discoloration.

Fluorine and fluoride-containing oxidizers can be determined

by means of radioactive hydroquinone Kryptonate. In the apparatus

described by Homrnel and co-workers LIB3 t a radioactive Kryptonate

with a specific activity of 16.65 GBq.g~ was used.

Jesenak, Tolgyessy and Naoum fl9f 20 I suggested a radio-release

method of hydrogen fluoride determination based on its reaction

with kryptonated silica:
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SiO2 ̂
85K-rJ + HF ? SlF4 + H20 +

 85Kr?

Disks of monocrystalline silica /13 mm diameter and 1 mm thick/

were kryptonated by ion bombardment.

A series of HF solutions were prepared in the concentration

range D.O - 0.15 moles/liter, which provided equilibrium vapour

pressures of the HF in the range of 0.0 - 10.0 ppm.

Ten cm portions of the appropriate solutions were equili-

brated in 50 cm plastic bottles at 25 °C for two hours. The

kryptonated silica disks were suspended Inside the bottle and

allowed to react with the HF vapour. The time dependence of the

activity of each disk was determined. A calibration curve for HF

Fig.2 was plotted /Fig.2/ for an exposure time of six hours.

The dependence of the residual activity, A , upon exposure

time, t, and concentration of HF /C, ppm/ is given approximately

by the equation:

log A r = - 0.0072t.log (l - 0.0072C)

This method may also be suitable for the determination of the

average effective HF concentration over longer exposure times.

HBr will not interfere at concentrations up to 150 ppm; HC1 at

115 ppm decreased A by less than 1%.

mercury

Air pollution by Hg vapour is a highly localized problem

but a serious one. The material is moderately toxic, but it

seems to have a short retention time In the human system. (Tlethyl

mercury, on the other hand, is extremely toxic /long retention

time/. Certain microorganisms are capable of converting elemental

Hq into the methylated form.

Mercury vapour can be determined by a radio-release

method usinq kryptonated selenium sulphide j~2ll.



Papers Impregnated with a known amount of kryptonated

selenium sulphide were thermostated at 55 °C to achieve thermal

stability for the Kryptonate. They were counted, and a relative

specific activity was calculated. In a given experiment, the

activity of the sensor was monitored as a function of time for

different Hg vapour concentrations. Upon exposure to air contain-

ing Hg vapour the radioactivity of the paper decreased. The decrease

in the radioactivity divided by its initial specific activity was

found to be directly proportional to the Hg vapour concentration

and to the exposure time*

The results obeyed a simple linear relationship, showing

that the decrease in the radioactivity divided by its initial

specific activity 4A/S Q is directly proportional to the Hg

vapour concentration and to the exposure time:

- ^ = 7,8xlD-4CHgt

ig.3 where t is in minutes, and C,. in ppm. /Fig.3/

The excellent linearity of the curves implies that the

method is reproducible.

Analyzers

Various types of apparatus for the determination of oxidiz-

ing or reducing atmospheric impurities /F2, CI2, CIF^, SO^, NOp,

NO, RNH-, Og/f a"t concentrations of the order of FPm» have been

developed in the research laboratories of Tracerlab. With these

Instruments, gasses which can react directly or indirectly by

chemical, catalytic, or thermal reactions with radioactive Krypton-

ates =*re measurable T3, 14, 22J,

Fig,4 A flow diagram for a NCL monitor is shown in Fig. 4. The

basic system contains a sampling pump, flow-control valve,

counting chamber, and radioactive Kryptonates /clathrates/.

-JnW-
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Chemical and catalytic cells are included when necessary. The

sample gas /air/ is pulled through the system by the pump. As

the gas of interest enters the instrument, it immediately comes

Into contact with the chemical and catalytic cells if they are

required, and then reacts with the radioactive Kryptonate. The

85

Kr released enters a counting chamber of known volume where its

concentration per unit volume is determined. This concentration

can be related directly to the volume concentration of the gas of

interest entering the system,

A lower detection limit of 0.5 ppm has been achieved. The

upper limit of the Instrument is dependent on the required cell

life and the saturation characteristics of the QTI tube.

A schematic drawing of an instrument for the detection of

three different gates /CO, NO and hydrocarbon vapours/ from

Fig.5 automobile exhausts is shown In Fig.5 L^J* Sensing substrates

are:

L KrJ - determination of hydrocarbon vapours /detection limit

for hexane: •*•*. 16 ppm/;

4/OH/2"J 3 F
85KrJ - determination of NOx/minimum detectable

concentration:^ 2 ppm/j

toe T

KrJ - determination of CO /minimum detectable concentra-

tion: ̂125 ppm/.

DETERMINATION OF WATER POLLUTANTS

Polluted water can rarely be analyzed satisfactorily by a

single method; rather a group of methods is required because of

differences in the chemical nature of the parameters sought, wide

variation in concentration ranges, and sometimes great differences

in the general composition of the water samples. The list of

analytical methods in use for pollution analysis is impressive;

it Includes: gravimetric and volumetric methods; visible, ultraviolet
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and infrared absorption spectrophotometry; emission spectroscopy

including flame photometry and X-ray fluorescence; atomic absorp-

tion spectrophotometry; gas, liquid, and thin-layer chromatography;

conductivity, anodic stripping voltametry; coulometry; polarography;

X-ray diffraction; mass spectrometry and neutron activation analysis.

Since no one method is a general solution to our analytical

problems, there is a continuing need for the development of new

techniques. Radio-release method with the aid of radioactive

Kryptonates have been successfully used in a number of areas.

[3, 24-].

Oxygen and pH

Dissolved oxygen has been a constituent of major concern in

water quality studies and pollution control. It is vital in the

protection of fish and other important aquatic species which must

have adequate oxygen levels in order to survive. Secondly, the

presence or absence of oxygen is a major determinant of water

quality. In its presence, water is an oxlding environment, and

hence most inorganic species tend to be In higher oxidation states

[Ve/III/, ITln/IV/, S/VI/, N/V/, etc.] . In its absence, these same

elements tend to be present in reduced forms e.g.lFe/II^ ITIn/II/,

S/-II/, N/-III/, etc.j. Aerobic biological degradation of organic

material is relatively rapid, and leads to CCU and HJ3* The

absence of oxygen destroys the aerobic organisms, and anaerobes

take their place. Anaerobic biological decomposition of organic

material is relatively slow, energy inefficient, and leaves partially

degraded, noxious organic compounds such as acids, alcohols, mer-

captans, etc.

Dissolved oxygen can be measured by the use of radioactive

thallium Kryptonate. The measurement is based on the reaction:
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4 Tl[85Krj + 02 + 2 HjO ^ 4 Tl+ +4 OH" + B5KrT

The reaction is stolchiometric, therefore the amount of radio-

active krypton released and the reduction of residual activity

in the kryptonated thallium are proportional to the dissolved

oxyqen concentration in the sample under conditions of constant

pH. The thallium carrier can be prepared by costing a copper or

platinum plate, or copper turnings, with thallium electrolytically.
B5

The carrier is then kryptonated by bombardment with Kr ions or

by diffusion.

The radioactive thallium Kryptonate c^n either be placed

into the sample, or the sample is passed through a column of the

turnings. Either the released Kr or the decrease of activity

of the thallium Kryptonate can be measured. The analysis can be

automated.

Using distilled water samples, the decrease in activity of

the thallium Krypton=te was found to be linearly related to the

oxyaen concentration down to the lowest concentration investigated

/0.3 ppm/.

The pH of a water sample can be measured by making use of

the fact that the dissolution of thallium Kryptonate is pH depend-

ent /and therefore the release of Kr/ at conditions of constant

temperature and pressure. These conditions are of course related

to oxygen concentration.

To make a pH measurement, the thallium Kryptonate disk was

submerged in 20 cm of solution for an arbitrary time. The disk

was then dried in a deslcator under reduced pressure, and its residual

activity measured. The pH was determined from an appropriate

calibration ch^rt.

An optimum sample-Kryptonate contact time was chosetk as 60 s.
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The residual activity of the Kryptonate was found to be linearly

related to the pH at constant experimental conditions of reaction

time, temperature and pressure |_26-30 I.

Dlchromate

Hexavalent chromium is Irritating and corrosive to rrucous

membranes and has been shown to be toxic to test animals, Luna

cancer from inhalation, ulceratlon and perforation of the nasal

system h^ve been observed. It is also a powerful sensi+izer for

the skin.

Fish appear to be relatively tolerant to chromium, but some

aquatic invertebrates are quite sensitive. Toxlclty varies with

the species, chromium oxidation state and pH.

Based on rather limited data, the Environmental Frotection

Agency of the United States has established a criteria of 50 Aiql

chromium for domestic water supplies, and 100 /uq.l for fresh-

water aquatic life.

A radio-release method for the determination of dlchromate

makes use of radioactive silver Kryptonate accordino to the reaction:

Cr2o|~ + 6 Ag[
85Kr] + 14 H+ * 6 Ag+ + 2 Cr3+ + 7 HjO + B5Kr t

The electrochemical potentials of the Ag/Ag and Cr /CTJ^J~

couples are such that the reaction Is expected to be quantltive.

The method was developed using neutral solutions of potassium

dichromate in the concentration range of 0.0125 to 0.1 N. It has

been shown that Fe/III/, chloride and nitrate interfere with the

determination. |_3ll.

Vanadium

Vanadium is known to lower the free cholesterol and lipid

content of man. It has been reported to reduce dental caries

in humans at concentrations of 0.03 to 0.22 rng.l' in drinking

water.
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The element apparently c*n stimulate plant growth, and

mitigate the deleterious effects of iron deficiency.

On the other hand excessive levels of vanadium have been

demonstrated to be lethal to rats and certain species of fish.

Vanadste can be measured In aqueous solutions using silver

Kryptonate In a procedure similar to that reported above for

dichromate. The reaction is carried out in fluoride solutions,

and c^n be described as:

+ 2 H+ + Ag[85KrJ f V02+ + Ag+ + 3 HgO + 85Krf

To study the method, a series of solutions were made up as

follows: 0.2 cm3 of NH4.HF /300 mg NH4»HF per cm
3/ and 0.15 cm3

of concentrated f^SO, were added to 50 cm of ammonium vanadate

solutions of v=rying concentrations. A solution of 10 N gave

a measurable decrease in the residual activity of the silver

Kryptonate. It is possible that this sensitivity could be en-

hanced even more by Increasing the time during which the silver

Kryptonate disk is immersed in a sample. L.31J.

Hydrochloric acid

Silver Kryptonate may also be used to determine the concentra-

tions of HC1 solutions, using calibration curve techniques as in

the above methods. However, In this case it is more convenient

to plot residual activity of the silver Kryptonate vs. the

logarithm of the acid concentration. The method might be useful

at low concentrations of HC1, since a concentration of 10~ N HC1

still produced a decrease of about 15% in the residual activity

of the silver Kryptonate. Jj31J»

Apparatus

Various types of analyzers for the determination of dissolved
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oxypen in water /at constant pH/ and the determination of pH /at

constant oxygen concentration/ were developed ]_2Af 27, 28, 32, 33J .

The same analyzers can be used for the determination of various

pollutants with the aid of appropriate radioactive Kryptnnates.

The specific activity of the radioactive Kryptonates must be

hiph, since the determinations ^re m^de on the basis of measurement

of residual activity after contact with the sample.

Analyzer for the determination of dissolved oxygen in water,

based on discontinuous measurement of the residual activity in

Fig.6 thallium Kryptonate /Fig.6/; Procedure: The lower part of the

measuring cell 2 /with fie radioactive thallium Kryptonate In

place 3/ is counted to determine the initial activity. The

time necessary to accumulate 10,000 counts is recorded at t .

With the aid of a suction device 1, the reaction cell 2 is filled

with the solution to be analyzed /2 cm /. After 60 s, the solution

is discharaed and the cell is disassembled. The dried thallium

Kryptonate is aoain counted for the same time t .

This number of counts can be used to calculate the residual activity

as a percentage of the original activity. The oxygen concentration

can then be read from an appropriate calibration chart.

Analyzer for the determination of the dissolved oxygen by measure-

ment of the activity of the water after reaction with the radlo-

Fip.7. active thallium Kryptonate /Fig.7/. Procedure: The suction device

1 is used to pull the sample 7 into the reaction cell /2cm volume/

4, which contains the radioactive thallium Kryptonate 5. After a

60 s contact time, the solution is passed to the measuring cell 10,

95
The activity of the dissolved Kr is measured with a scintillation

detector, and the oxygen content is determined from the activity

by means of a calibration curve. After the measurement, the sample

is discharged from the measuring cell through outlet 12.
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Analyzer for the determination of dissolved oxygen In water

by the measurement of the activity of Kr released from

Fiq.8 thallium Kryptonate /Fig.8/. Frocedure: The suction device 1 Is

used to pull the sample to the reaction cell 4 /2 cm volume/,

which contains the thallium Kryptonate 5. After 6D s, the solution

Is passed to the purging cell 11 /2.5 cm volume/, using pressure

applied by the suction device. Stopcock 17 is closed and stopcocl<

IB Is opened. Nitrogen gas is used /through inlet 2 and valve 3/

85
to purge the gaseous Kr from the aqueous sample into the detection

cell 13. After purging, stopcock 18 Is closed, and the activity

85of the gaseous Kr in the detection chember is measured. After

the measurement, the aqueous sample is discharoed from the purging

cell 11, thrnugh stopcock 17. The observed activity is used to

determine dissolved oxynen by means of a calibration curve.
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FIGURE CAFTIONS

Fig. 1 Scheme of instrument for determination of sulphur dioxide

/I - indicating meter, 2 - power supply, 3 - vent, 4 - detector,

5 - sensing he^d, 6 - pump, 7 - GIT) tube, 8 - power and signal

connectors, 9 - signal cable, 10 - lead, 11 - air Intake/.

Fin. 2 Concentration dependence of the relative residual activity

after 6 h.

Fig. 3 The relationship between i ̂ A/Sj\ and C., t at constant

experimental conditions /55 °C reaction temperature,

125 cm .mln" flow rate of the gas/.

Fig. 4 The flow diagram for the NO- monitor /I - input, 2 - clathrate

cell, 3 - red dot or arrow, 4 - counting chamber, 5 - flowmeter,

6 - Tee, 7 - Dump, 8 - Tee, 9 - exhaust, 10 - panel, 11 - flow

control, 12 - panel/.

Flo. 5 Schematic drawing of an instrument operating in the Kr

effluent mode for the detection of three different gases.

Fig. 6 Analyzer for thp determination of dissolved oxygen in water

b^sed on discnntinuous measurement of the residual activity

of the thallium Kryptonate:

/a/ 1 - suction device /5 cm syringe/, 2 - reaction cell

/2 cm /, 3 - radioactive thallium Kryptonate, 4 - analyzed

solution,

/b/ 1 - reaction cell support, 2 - lower part of reaction

cell, 3 - radioactive thallium Kryptonate, 4 - Gdfl counter,

5 - connection to recording device.

Fig. 7 Analyzer for the determination of dissolved oxygen in water

by the measurement of Kr in the water /I - suction device

/15 cm syringe/, 2 - inlet for nitrogen or air, 3 - T-bore

stopcock, 4 - reaction cell /2 cm volume/, 5 - radioactive
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Kryptonate with homogeneous distribution, 6 - two-way

stopcock, 7 - analyzed sample,8 - lead shielding, 9 -

photomultlplier, 10 - scintillation measuring cell with a

bored channel, 11 - bored channel /2 cm /, 12 - outlet for

analyzed solutions/,

Fiq. 8 Analyzer for the determination of dissolved oxygen in

water by the measurement of the activity of Kr releRsed

from the aqueous solution /Items 1-8 as In Fig. 7, 9 - glass

filter, ID - outlet for analyzed solutions, 11 - cell for

purging of Kr, 12 - photomultiplier, 13 - detection cell,

14 - scintillation detector, 15 - water sea], 16 - safety

valve, 17 and 18 - stopcocks/.
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